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The cost of Roma slavery
Abstract:This article is about the voluntaW or involuntary cantdbtition af the Roma through the histoy
to the economical and social development ir} the Romanian space. Over the centuries, Roma have su©ered
social exclusion. discrimination, staveyand deportations to Nazi and Romanian concentration camps
What ts tess documented is that they have managed to survive over the centuries as an ethnic group. even
becoming privileged in certatnjietds. The Roma attained a high [we! afprivi]ege as handicra$smen n an
agrarian cultural space. as army tools providers, asjamous musicians and appreciated entertainers; they
gained recognition as of beinglfrom a di#erent culture and speaking another language. Therefore, this article
is part of a series of analyses ol Roma contribution ta economic and social development olthe societies that
they live in,focusing on Romania - home of the largest population of Roma in Europe'. shave decided to start
with Roma siaveryjor two reasons;first o$at{, Roma were$rst mentioned in Romanian history as slaves and
second. the rote and economic contribution of the slaves in the Romanian Principalities are highly relevant
jor the current situation a$ the Romanian Roma. This article makes use of the avaitabte literature on slavery
ofRoma ethnic groups in the Romanian Principalities as weir as other materials related to Roma history,
including anthropologicaiand sociological research.
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The stave has an unfavorable eyejor the viRues of the powerful; he has a skepticism and distrust, Q
rejnement of distrust ojeverything 'good' that is there honored--he wouldlfain persuade himself that the

very happiness there is not genuine. On the other hand, those qualities which serve to aiteviate the existence
gsu#erers are brought into prominence andjtooded with tight; it is here that sympathy, the kind, helping

hand. the warm heart, patience, diligence, humility, andjtiendtiness attain to honor;for here these are the
most useju! qualities, and almost the only means ofsupporting the burden of existence. Stave-morality is

essentially the morality of utility. "(Friedrich Nietzsche)

Slaves in tile Romanian Principalities

Romania is composed of three historical principalities, namely
Walachia, Moldova and Transylvania. According to the historians,
Roma were slaves only in Walachia and Moldova for five centuries.

The first record of the Roma in Walachia
dates from a fourteenth-century donation
document:

'H'jhe earliest written information about
the presence of the Gypsies on the territo-
ry of Romania dates from 1385. In a deed
issued in that year, Dan 1, the prince of

Wallachia, amongst other things awarded to the Tismana monas-
tery, the possessions previously belonging to the Vodita monastery,
which had been given to the latter by the Prince Wladislav 1: among
the possessions in question are forty families of Gypsies (atigani)"'

Ciprian Necula
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The origins of slavery in Romania are still under debate. Some historians believe that
Roma were introduced as slaves into the Romanian Principalities by the Ottoman army.
This hypothesis was for the first time proposed by the most well-known Romanian histo-
rian, Nicolae lorga '. and acknowledged for a long period of time by other historians (until
now, this hypothesis has not been proved). On the other hand, P, N. Panaitescu, Romani-
an historian of economy, believed that the economical changes produced by the Ottoman
invasion, specifically the need for skilled handicraft works and resources to pay the moun-
ting debts, turned the Roma into slaves. This theory was also supported by sociologist
Nicolae Gheorghe in his article, 'Origin of Roma's Slavery in the Romanian Principalities':

In my opinion the cause of bringing Roma into slavery in the Romanian Principalities is
not his origin in the hazard of their migration into the Romanian Principalities and certainly
not their inferior ethnical characteristic, as is mentioned and argued in prejudice-based
theories. On the contrary. the dependent status of the Roma and later the status of sla-
very in this country is connected to the power structure and nobility and the establishment
of the social structure in Romanian medieval society. To present this whole process is
beyond the intention of this paper. I can only mention that according to social histori-
ans who studied Romanian historical issues regarding landless peasants and slaves, the
Roma initially lived as free people in villages but were then fiscally exploited by the groups
of nobles, represented by the local prince"s

At the end of the slavery period in 1859, a census took place and showed that more
than 250.000 slaves were emancipated. more than 7% of the Wallachian and Moldovan
population '. The slaves were classified in three groups - State slaves (robb domenestl),
Monastery and Orthodox Church slaves (roma manastiresti), and landlord slaves (robi
boieresti). Roma, as today, were divided as well in different professional groups. some
of them nomads, other sedentary, sharing the same social status. language, and origins
as slaves at that time. According to statesman and historian Mihai Kogalniceanu, slaves
were classified by their way of living, sedentary or nomadic, and by their main occupati-
ons'. The nomad slaves were supposed to pay a tax twice a year to the state, up to 5 kg
of gold per year, depending on their profession and skills.

From a social perspective. Roma from Romania faced a similar type of treatment as
African slaves from United States of America, as suggested by Mihaela Mudure '. They
were called with a given name synonymous with slave (nigger vs. (a)tigan); the slave-
owner had all the rights over the lives of slaves (except to kill them); the "good" slaves (in
productive sense) were used for procreation and multiplication of the slaves able to work;
and slaves were subject to trade, irrespective of family relations:

'The boyars had a special Penal Code for Gypsiesl beating on the soles of the feet
until the flesh hung in shreds... When the runaway was caught. his neck was placed in
an iron band lined with sharp points so that he could neither move his had nor lie down to
rest. The boyars had no right to kill their slaves. by there was nothing said about slowly
torturing them to death. No 1aw forbade the boyar to take the most beautiful girls as his
mistresses, or to separate wives from husbands, and children from parentss.'

According to the anthropologists Elena Marushiakova and Veselin Popov, quoting
authors like Viorel Achim, George Potra. Mihail Kogalniceanu and others. the juridical
situation of Roma slaves had been unwritten for a long time. However. in Wallachia, the
Penal Code included the following articles related to slaves:

Art. 2 Gypsies are born slaves.
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Art.3 Everyone born from a slave mother is also a slave.
Art. 5 Every owner is entitled to sell or give his slaves as presents.
Art. 6 Every gypsy without any owner is a slave of the Prince"'o.
From a juridical perspective, Roma shared a similar status in both Romanian Princi-

palities. The two anthropologists also refer to the reforms in Moldovan legislation of 1 833
and in the civil code. The following articles refers to the status of slaves:

11.1 54 Legal marriages cannot be organized between freemen and slaves.
11.162 Marriages between slaves cannot be done without the consent of the owner.
11. 174 The price of the slave should be determined by a tribunal according to age,

condition and profession.
11. 1 76 if anyone cohabits with a woman slave, she shall become free after his death; if

he has children from her. they too shall be free"
Viorel Achim, one of the most important contemporary historians on Roma studies

from Romania, supported the idea that in the social hierarchy in Romanian Principalities.
slaves represented one of the lowest categories. similar in some respects with local serfs
(inman/ in Wallachia, vec/n/ in Moldavia and /o6ag/ in Transylvania), but even lower since
they had no legal status as a person12.

The process of slavery abolition in the Romanian Principalities started in the first half
on sixteenth century and lasted two decades. It was an uneasy process as some slave
owners, including Orthodox Church, did not wanted to renounce these rights. A solution
was identified and slaves owners were paid to free their slaves. As well, there were cases
in which some Roma did not accepted the new condition of a free man and tax payer, and
therefore they preferred to remain as much as possible under the old status. The process
of slavery abolition in Romanian Principalities ended in the mid nineteenth century'a.

One of the key llgures in the struggle of abolition of slavery and emancipation of Roma
was the aforementioned Mihail Kogalniceanu, the politician and author of the first study
on the Roma of Romania, Esqufsse sur /'h/stoine, /es moeurs ef /a /argue des C/gains,
corpus en France sou /e nom de Bahamians'4. In the year of his death, 1891. Kogalni-
ceanu sustained a discourse's in front of the Romanian Academy (as Senior Member)
about the act of Roma slavery and the abolition of such phenomena from the Romanian
space. He mentioned the abuse of the slave-owners, the inhuman treatment of this pe-
ople, children separated by their families traded in different places: 'Neither humanity,
neither religion, neither civil law protected the unlucky souls. It was an impressive show,
outrageous. That is the reason, driven by the spirit of the century, by the laws of humanity.
a number of old and young landlords took actions to wash the shame of their country, the
shame of slavery'e '. On the other hand, the sociologist Nicolae Gheorghe considers that
the not all the slaves suffered humiliation and refers to the state slaves, as their slavery
was strictly related to the economy and social structure - feudal - of Romanian societies
at that time:

The situation which we defined as slavery in this case of Roma groups belonging to
the prince, representing in fact, I repeat, just a sort of administrative and fiscal dependen-
ce, involved less (or even not at all) personal humiliating dependence known as slavery.
Even more, Roma's daily life was better, from certain aspects, then that of Romanian pea-
sants living in the same area. because these were more bounded to the land and stronger
exploited, while the nomad Roma were free to move all around the country and their skills
were highly valued. The Roma that truly lived in slavery were those that belonged to land
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owners: nobles and monasteries"17
Kogalniceanu mentions within his speech, as well, the high economic importance

of slavery for the development of Romania, stressing along with others "they constitu-
te a great income for the state budget"le. This social-economic reality requires further
analysis, which is undertaken in the next section

Cost oftite slaves' work

247,249, 700,235 Euro - rough calculation of the Romanian state debs to Roma during

This is a rough calculation of the unpaid work of Roma slaves over five centuries of sla-
very. This calculation is not based on an economic methodology af calculation. nor does
it take into consideration inflation or economic values of services over time or any other
economic aspects. As well, the surviving costs of the slaves are not calculated as the cost
nvestment of the slave owners - if this should even be accounted for and considered.

The counting below is an illustration of a potential direct contribution of the Roma over the
centuries as slaves, an analysis that needs to be carried further by economists and other
scholars interested in the subject.

266.335 (slaves) x 471 (years) x 365 (days) x 5.4 Euro (minimum per day) =
247.249,700.235 Euro.

The figures within the economical counting exercise of the human resources under the
slavery are based on the following facts:

A/amber of Roma under s/avery - in the article published by Venera Achimlo on sta-
tistics of Roma from Romanian Principalities between 1830 and 1860, at the abolition of
slavery. the number of Roma inhabitants, according to official data and estimation, was
approximately 266,335 persons (in Wallachia 166,335 Roma and in Moldova approxima-
tely 1 00,000 Roma).

S/avery period - 1 385 -- 1 856 = 471 years
Cost of fhe working day - According to the Romanian Government's Ministry of Fina-

ces20, in 2012 the minimum wage is 162 Euro/month. Divided by 30 days (since slaves
had no vacation or free days) makes 5.4 Euro per day as acceptable for survival. For
sure these data are inaccurate and subjective, used only for a social representation of the
Impressive contribution of Roma to the development of Romania. Moreover, this figure
- 5.4 Euro/working-day -- represents a subject of analysis with a specialized economic
methodology of evaluation of the costs on services of some centuries ago.

However, if we agree with this imaginary exercise and accept the final figure - the cost
of human resources as 247,249.700,235 Euro - we can easily notice that this amount
is more than double the GDP of Romania in 2010, which, according to the Romanian
National Institute of Statistics, is 122 billion Euro. Although the total amount calculated
with noneconomic methods is not accurate, at this stage it can give us the dimension of
the contribution of Roma - with their own hands and skills - to modern Romania. In fact.
nowadays, according to the World Bank Report "Economic Costs of Roma Exclusion"2'
if states with a large population of Roma such as Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, etc. would
make efforts to include Roma in their labor markets, then economic growth would be
immediately visible would ensure the future labor, as the Roma population is one of the
youngest in Europe. Therefore. the report estimates that, if Roma would have a greater

slavery
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presence in the labor market, the Europe will have:
lower bound estimates of annual productivity losses range from 231 million Euro in

Serbia. 367 million Euro in the Czech Republic, 526 million Euro in Bulgaria, to 887 million
Euro in Romania. Lower bound annual fiscal losses range from 58 million Euro in Serbia,
202 million Euro in Romania, 233 million Euro in the Czech Republic, and 370 million
Euros in Bulgaria. Using other Roma population estimates (UNDP. 2006), the economic
losses for the four countries combined are as much as 5.7 billion Euros annually. and the
hscal losses 2 billion Euros annually".a

rite cultural impact ofslaveW

Roma were slaves only in the Romanian Principalities. As I have already mentioned,
the origins of Roma slavery are still a matter to be discussed and investigated through
historical documents and other evidence. As well, at the moment we do not have data
about Roma social structures and identities before the enslaving process, about which
little is known. The information on the origins of the Roma relies exclusively on linguistic
studies. In Romania, the contemporary Roma are divided into subgroups, clans in the
anthropological sense, by their ancestral profession. The most relevant element of iden-
tification of Roma as being part of a group is related to the clan (professional subgroup),
even though most of them no longer practice their traditional professions. According to
the unpublished study coordinated by Ana lvasiuc, Ana Chirltoiu and Ciprian Necula. for
most of the Roma the traditional profession not only an occupation but also a cultural
code unique to that clan. Nea lon, a Roma blacksmith from southern Romania told us,
during an interview in 2010, the following: "My dad died in 1947 after an injury from the
Second World Word. He was righting for Romania and left behind a family of 4 children. I
was the older one, so I took the responsibility of supporting my family. I went for 3 years
in a blacksmith workshop to learn better the profession and I managed to become one of
the most appreciated blacksmiths in my village. Then, my mother decided that I should
marry and have my own family. So, I went to a blacksmith family from another village and

took a test supervised by my future father-in-law in a blacksmith workshop, showing
what I am able to do. Then, after I passed the test, I could see and talk to Maria - my fu-
ture wife" (Nea lon. Roma blacksmith. 201 0). This extract from an intewiew with a Roma
blacksmith shows the relevance of the profession within Roma communities. Having the
same profession as his father-in-law and proving that he knows the techniques enabled
him to get married. as he demonstrated his capacity to support a family. Nea lon, as he
stated, did not wanted to marry a Roma from another group and, moreover, believed that
he would not be accepted: "how to demonstrate that I am skilled to a woodworker?' (Nea
lon, Roma blacksmith. 2010). The historical division of Roma into subgroups is a direct
effect of slavery. and the way they are divided today could likewise be an effect of how
they were organized by slave owners. The classification of Roma slaves only by the type
of ownership is not enough to explain how this period and social status affected the iden-
tity of Roma community. Therefore. we should understand the way slaves were organized
in subgroups and clans, serving the interests of their owners. As historian Viorel Achim
noticed as well:

classifying the Gypsies according to which of the three categories of feudal masters
they served tells us little about the occupational and cultural diversity of this population.
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The Gypsies were far from constituting a homogeneous group. The tableau presented by
the Gypsy population during the Middle Ages was particularly varied. Spread throughout
the country in relatively large numbers, the Gypsies formed distinct groups that were spe '-
cialized in certain occupations, with their own cultural and ethnographical characteristics
and sometimes even speaking their own separate dialects":'.

Therefore, this occupational division and occupational identity of Roma from Romania
is one of the strongest characteristics of the Roma individuals. Moreover, the fact that this
division is a phenomenon only in the case of the Romanian Roma has to do with local
history of Roma groups. as slaves belonging to different owners. The process of splitting
Roma into different production groups based on the economic needs of that time was a
necessity for the slave owners and had a permanent impact on Roma community.

(.. .) this gradual slavery process affected in different degrees the diverse occupational
categories of groups of Roma. Yet, the domestic Gypsies (royal Gypsies) were freer than
those that belonged to monasteries and nobles. Also. the monasteries' Gypsies were ex-
ploited and treated worse than the nobles' Gypsies, because the monasteries had fewer
local peasants to work their fields. Among the nobles' Gypsies, those who worked in agri-
culture (field Gypsies) had a worse life than the nobles "servant Gypsies" (court Gypsies).
Among those of the last category were many traders, which were generally better treated.
etc. A large number of Roma lived in cities. having an easier access to urban resources
than the population living in the rural areas. And certain Roma groups became sedentary
through the force of slavery, even if majority maintained the nomadic way of life. All these
differences influenced in a significant way the social dynamic and the culture of different
Roma groups. What is extraordinary in the Roma's history in the Romanian Principalities
is the fact that, in spite of the hard conditions of life, they managed to maintain. to reprodu-
ce. and to enrich their cultural heritage and distinctive identity. But. of course, there were
variations from one group to another conceming their distinct cultural customs and the
intensity of their identification as Roma. Part of these variations may be attributed to their
ancestors experience as slaves, to which we have prior referred."z4

The impressive diversity of Roma groups, the fact that Roma members are closely
related to other clan members (though not all Roma members), and the fact that marria-
ges are organized mostly inside the clans. 8re the effects of a long history of separation.
During the period of slavery, different Roma groups developed different cultures. diffe-
rent linguistic dialects, different social organizations and different principles and values.
Consequently, today it is Impossible for Roma social and political activists to refer to the
Roma community as being a single one. Slavery managed to split the Romanian Roma
into diverse communities that share some cultural characteristics, but not enough for po-
litical or any other type of solidarity. Between the groups. Roma individuals tend to deve-
lop especially commercium relationships. fewer commer7sa//fas relationships, and rarely
connub/um relationships. As a reaction to the diversity and social distance between Roma
groups, Roma elites developed the so-called "Romaniphen '. a series of principles that
intends to unify the Roma within a single group - the Roma nation. In other words, one of
the preoccupations of the Roma social and political movement is to recover the status of
Roma before the slavery period, at the European level. Therefore. the European Roma
and Travellers Forum, an international representative organization of Roma at the Euro-
pean level. gives a definition of who is a Roma in its Charter of the Rights of the Roma
(2009): "]one] who avows oneself to the common historical Indo-Greek origin. who avows
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oneself to the common language of Romanes, who avows oneself to the common cultura
heritage of the Romanipe"2s. In this way, Romanipe2e plays an important role in the Euro-
pean construction of the Roma nation, eliminating the cultural differences between Roma
groups and promoting communal principles among all Roma groups. More information on
Romanipen is available in the annexes.

Definitely, the structure of the Roma community from Romania, the largest in Europe,
has been affected by the period of slavery, transforming over the years one culture into
many diverse cultures. This is the cultural cost paid by Roma for the period of slavery -
diversity.

[he social cost ofs]aveW marginatity and lite social gap

The emancipation of Roma slaves was one of the most important principles of the
modernization of Romania. The process of modernization had a price, one that was paid
by slaves and state for the freedom of the "tigani". The slaves obtained the status of free
people and nothing more, as other priorities, such as dealing with the peasants, were
more important for the Romanian elite at that time. As Viorel Achim states:

'The laws that enacted the emancipation of the enslaved Gypsies secured the legal
status of freemen for their beneficiaries and settled the issue of the compensation that
their erstwhile owners were to receive from the State Treasury"2r

A large number of Roma did not know what to do with their freedom and continued to
work for previous owners in their traditional occupations or agriculture. From an economi-
cal perspective. they became assimilated taxpayers among the peasants. The settling of
the Roma became one of the main preoccupations in both Principalities: "the main goal of
the law was in fact to settle (sedentarise) this category of population. The policy of settling
Gypsies in villages and houses actually preceded the legislation abolishing slavery. In
the 1 840s and '50s, the governments of the two principalities and the county and district
authorities adopted a series of measures to this end. In this way, there was particular inte-
rest in the settlement in villages of Gypsy blacksmiths"2e. Other Roma groups (especially
Kalderash) maintained a nomadic lifestyle inside the boundaries of Wallachia and Moldo-
va or abroad. Some Roma entered in possession of lands and settled down at the mar-
gins of villages and formed small communities, usually comprised of people belonging
to the same subgroup. However. the situation of the Roma did not change considerably
after abolition of slavery in the Romanian Principalities. The Roma managed to acquire
the juridical status of a human being and taxpayer, which, in fact, ironically created even
more unfavorable conditions for the Roma than before. The Roma were now the poorest
of the poorest, uneducated, without a culture of property, and therefore they struggled to
be accepted as human beings not only juridlcally but socially as well:

The fact that the Gypsies lived at the edge of the village, and that they buried their
dead at the edge of the cemetery is indicative of the position they occupied in the respec-
tive community and in society as a whole. It was at this time that the marginalization of the
Gypsies in Romania from a social point of view took place. Romania entered the modern
era with this social component present as a relic of its past.20"

The way that the slaves' emancipation took place in the nineteenth century has left an
important fingerprint in the social evolution of Roma ever since. The marginal communiti-
es established in the mid nineteenth century can still be identified today, with so many of
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them living in poverty and facing social exclusion:
Emancipation from slavery in the mid-nineteenth century did not secure their complete

integration into modern Romanian society, due to the nature of the conditions in which it
took place. They have continued to occupy, even until the present day, a marginal social
position""

Moreover, remnants of the slavery period are visible today in the ghettoisation of some
Roma communities, discrimination in public services, social exclusion and marginality.
Even the name given to this group and the presence of a continuous debates on this
subject, including some parliamentary initiatives, show that the negative social perception
of the Roma by the Romanian population, especially public servants, has not changed,
unlike in the case of the ryman/, the local peasants from Wallachia. As Nicolae Gheorghe

Their derogatory ethnic name, Gypsy, had the social significance of a slave, a subor-
dinate and inferior social category. Something similar was true. also, for the local slaves,
whose ethnic name "ruman" designated in the Principality of Wallachia the dependent
peasants with no land, while the land owner class, from the same ethnic package, was
identified with the foreign political elite of the Turks, or with their cosmopolitan. Greek, civil
servants. Later the name of "ruman" transformed in Romanian31

In part, therefore, the social condition, social exclusion and marginality of some Roma
groups originated in the mid-nineteenth-century abolition of slavery and the lack of a co-
herent social-integration program for former slaves.

statesa

Conctusiolts

Involuntarily, the Roma contributed to the development of Romania from an economi-
cal and technological perspective. Their contribution during the slavery period is not pu-
blically known since the existence of general information on slavery in Romania remains
a taboo subject. The illustrative counting presented above in the chapter b, Cost of fhe
slaves work, shows that the Roma, from their inferior positions over five centuries, were
important to the economical development of the two principalities, providing a valuable
source of human labor and industrial and agricultural technology. However, the Roma
were never compensated for their enslavement, neither financially nor morally, as in Ro-
mania there are no institutions of memory dedicated to the episode of Roma slavery (e.g.,
the non-existence of a museum of Roma history. of monuments, or of public commemo-
rations, or else the absence ar portrayed insignificance of the Roma in history textbooks).

The cultural impact of slavery continues to determine the social dynamics of the con-
temporary Roma. There is no possibility to talk about Roma culture, only Roma cultures.
The strongest identity of a Roma individual is related to his or her clan culture and values,
with ethnicity being relative. Therefore, nowadays, the Roma community is structured on
clan identity, such as blacksmiths (fierari), coppersmiths (kaldarash), wood workers (ru-
dari), musicians (lautari), bear handlers (ursari), etc. The relationship between the clans:
members are limited and. sometimes. controversial. Roma clans have different values.
traditions and principles and are unified only by an acknowledgement of the same origins,
language (albeit using different dialects) and the perception of the "others". The direct
ink to the slavery period for the current cultural diversity of Roma is that this situation
is a phenomenon extant only in Romania, the only space were the Roma community
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was enslaved and the only country with such a high diversity of this ethnic group. Roma
communities did not share the same experiences during slavery. as occupations and local
history had an impact on the lifestyle principles of each group. The cultural diversity of
Roma has its origins in the slavery period of these people.

The social impact of the abolition of slavery was mostly negative for nearly all Roma
groups. Since obtaining the legal status of freemen, they became taxpayers; and witho-
ut a coherent social integration program, they soon became a socially confused mass.
Some Roma groups established settlements at the margins of rural or urban areasl other
groups decided to live a nomadic lifestyle both within the Romanian Principalities and
abroad. This situation has perpetuated up to now. Although some positive social changes
occurred under the communist regime. they were not enough to eliminate the social gap
or to overcome the marginality of the Roma.
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+ All reference to Kosovo, whetherto the territory. Institutions or population. in this text shall be understood in full compliance with

United Nations Security Council Resolution az44 and without prejudice to the status of Kosovo

Annex 2. - N£ihai! Kogainiceanit's discourse .from 189}, at t:te Ro-
rnattialt Acadeltty

'Contemporanii mei Tgi aduc aminte. gi aci am ca manor pe mai junele meu contemporan,
pe colegul meu Alexandru Papadopol Calimach, igi aduc aminte ce erau tiganii, sunt alum 50
de ani, chiar atunci and razele civilizatiunii modeme Tmblindse moravurile Tn toate societitile
Europei gi and sclavia nu mai avea domiciliu debit in Rusia gi din nenorocire gi Tn Romania.

Legea !ani trata pe tigani de lucru, vindut gi cumparat ca lucru, debi prin deriziune
numirul sau individul se califica de suflet: am atitea suflete de tigani; in realitate, gi mai
ales stapanii care aveau putinitigani, ii tratau mai riu chiar decit prescripliunile legii.

Chiar pe ulilele oragului lags, Tn tineretele mele am vizut fiinle omenegti purtand lanluri
in miinisau la picioare, ba uniichiar coarne de aer aninate de frunte gi negate prin coloane
imprejurul gatului. Batai crude, osindiri la foame gi la fum. Tnchidere in inchisori particulate.
aruncali goi in zapada sau Tn riuri inghetate, ian sparta nenorocitilor !iganil Apoi dispretul
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pentru sfinlenia gi legaturile de famine. Femeia luau de la barbat, fata rapita de la parinti,
copiii rupti de la sinul niscitorilor lor gi razletiti gi desparliti uniide altai, gi vanduti ca vitele
la deosebili cumparatori. in pele patru colturiale Rominiei. Nici umanitatea. mci religiunea,
mci legea civili nu aveau ocrotire pentru aceste nenorocite flinte; era un spectacol grozav,
strigator la cer. De aceea, povituiti de spiritul secolului, de legile omenirii, un numir de
boieri bitrini $i tineri au Tntreprins de a spala patna lor de ruginea sclaviei.

inainte ca chestiunea dezrobirii tiganilor si fi intrat Tn consiliile, in planurile de reforms
ale ocarmuitorilor, ea a inceput a se agita prin insagi Tnitiativa pa4iala a stapanilor de ti-
gani. Multidin acegtia, gl numirul lor din zi in zi sporea, ori Tn viata, ori mai ales la moarte,
igi dezrobeau, igi iertau tiganii. Intrebuintez cuvintul de iertare, pe care il gasim Tn toate
actele de dezrobire; dar reforma era prea greg, ea jignea prea multe interese ca sd se
plata opera cu Tnlesnire. Erau tiganiidomnegti $i foarte mullin acegtia constituiau un venit
mare in bugetul statului; erau tiganii manastiregti gi ai agezamintelor publice, ale cirora
servicii intrau Tn trebuintele zilnice ale acestor comunitatit erau, in fine, !iganil particulari,
tiganii boieregti, care constituiau personalul de servitori in curlile boieregti, bucatari, vizitii,
randagi, feciori Tn casa, slujnice, bucatarese, cusatorite. Boierii cei bogati aveau chiar ca-
pele de muzici sau tarafe de liutari. Toate aceste functiuni se exercitau de !iganil dezro-
birea lor era dar combdtutd de trebuintele zilnlce gi casnice ale vielii familiilor, de aceea
emanciparea nu s-a putut face decit treptat gi sub doug domnii, ant in Moldova, cAt $i
in Muntenia. Tntiia lovire care s-a dat sclavieia fost legea emancipariiliganilor statului $i
a ministirilor. Dezrobirea s-a facut maiintii in Moldova de citre domnul Mihail Sturdza.
orin doug legi din 31 ianuarie 1844. iar Tn Tara Romineasci de litre domnul Alexandru
Ghica, prin o lege din 1845. Aceasti emancipare. debi pa4iala, era hotdritoare gi pentru
emanciparea tiganilor particulari, ramagi inca Tn sclavie. Toate minlile prevazatoare au
inteles ci ora gtergerii sclaviei de pe pamantul rominesc sosise gi ci dezroblrea !iganilor
particulari nu mai era decit o chestiune de bmp. Entuziasmul Divanului ad-hoc era nu-
mai inaintemergatorul entuziasmului general ce pe atunci insufla toati Romania pentru
viitoarea sa renagtere. Dovada, sutele de proprietari care au respins once despagubire
acordati lor de legiuirea emancipatoare. Numele acestora au fast publicate gi aparEine iu-
bitului nostru coleg, zelosul nostru cercetitor gi coleclionar. d-nul Dimitrie Sturdza, si ne
improspateze memories gi istoriei contemporane numele acelora care, prin o generoasa
renuntare, au expiat pacatele lor giale parinlilor lor de a fi fost ani lungi stapanipe suflete
de tigani. Cu o mica mindrie de moldovean, si-mi fie permis de a spune ianuarie 1844,
iar Tn Bucuregti Tn 18471 cea de a doua, in lags, la 10 decembrie 1855, gi Tn Bucuregti la
8 februarie 1 856.

Reforma emancipatrice a avut in curind efectele sale salutare: afari de !iganii laiegi,
care inca triiesc Tn parte sub ;atra, gi afari de ursari, care fac inca meseria de a domesti-
cs fiarele salbatice, dar totugise dau lucrulul pamantului, mai ton astizi din celelalte clase
de tiganl s-au contopit Tn masa natiunii, gi ei nu se mai cunosc debit pron fata lor smoliti
;i asiatici gi pron vivacitatea imaginatiunii lor; altmintrelea noi ii gasim in toate clasele
societatii noastre.

Debi de la proclamarea emancipallunii nu Bunt inca Tndeplinili 50 de ani, !lganii ne-au
dat industriagi. artigti, ofiteridistingi, buniadministratori, medici gi chiar oratory parlamentari.

Ma opresc aid. Sunt sigur ci parintii nogtri, dad s-ar scula din mormant, vizind
progresele ce au fdcut sufletele tiganegti emanclpate de dangii, nu s-ar cil de reforma
umanitard proclamata de ei.




